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Abstract

In this paper an overview is given on the application of directional basis
functions, known under the name Curvelets/Contourlets, to various
aspects of seismic processing and imaging, which involve adaptive
subtraction. Key concepts in the approach are the use of (i) directional
basis functions that localize in both domains (e.g. space and angle);
(ii) non-linear estimation, which corresponds to localized muting on
the coefficients, possibly supplemented by constrained optimization. We
will discuss applications that include multiple, ground-roll removal and
migration denoising.

Introduction

Everybody would agree that a seismologists dream would be the ex-
istence of a basis-function decomposition which localizes in space
and angle; is sparse for seismic data and images; is well behaved
under certain (imaging) operators and is independent on the local
phase characteristics. To make a long story short, this dream has
come true, at least in part for 2-D data, with the recent introduction of
directional non-separable wavelets, known under the names Curvelets
or Contourlets [4, 2]. As their names suggest, these basis functions
are designed to optimally represent images with edges on piece-wise
smooth curves (f ∈ C2 with a finite number of jumps to be precise).
For our application, this optimality corresponds to a non-adaptive (the
transform does not depend on the function to be transformed, like the
FFT) decomposition that is near optimal (read as sparse as you can
get, i.e. the non-linear approximation rate is near optimal) for seismic
reflection data as well as for seismic images, both of which tend to
consist of events that are relatively smooth in the tangential direction
and oscillatory/singular across.

For some time, orthogonal separable discrete wavelet transforms looked
like they would deliver onto above’s dream, since they represented a
transform that is optimal for non-stationary piece-wise smooth 1-D func-
tions. Indeed, for this class of functions, wavelets form an uncondi-
tional basis and consequently lead to an almost diagonalization of the
data’s covariance. Even though, wavelets have been very successful in
many different fields, their application to functions and operators that
involve directivity, e.g. seismic data with wavefronts and non-stationary
directional filters, such as the normal operators for seismic imaging, has
been less successful. For instance, discrete wavelets transforms have
not really made an impact in seismic processing and processing because
their lack of directional selectivity renders them less effective. Curvelets
(from now on I will use the name Curvelets to refer to both Curvelets
and Contourlets), on the other hand, remain more or less invariant under
imaging/modeling operators, while they maintain near optimal sparse
representations for functions with singularities on curves. These prop-
erties make Curvelets the ideal representations in which to formulate
seismic processing and imaging problems [8, 11, see also other contri-
butions by the authors to the Proceedings of this Conference]/

The success of identifying and effectively removing coherent (noise)
components from data depends on the interplay of two factors: (i) the
ability to accurately model the noise & signal components and (ii) the
ability to separate/filter these components in a possibly noisy environ-
ment. Adaptive-subtraction methods aim to robustly remove the noise
component, given imperfections in the noise prediction and the existence
of an additional incoherent noise term. Without being all inclusive, ap-
plications of adaptive subtraction range from multiple, ground-roll elim-

ination [14] to the robust computation of 4D-difference cubes and the
removal of noise after migration [8, and other contributions by the au-
thors to the Proceedings of this Conference].

We cast the adaptive subtraction method into the general framework of
inversion theory. We argue that one is much better shape to solve an
inversion problem if one is able to sparsely represent data, noise and de-
noised data (the model). Given the appropriate choice of basis functions,
allows us to remove the bulk of the noise using a diagonal minimax esti-
mation operator, based on thresholding [9, 5]. Sparseness/minimal struc-
ture is imposed by solving an additional global optimization problem on
the estimated coefficients that minimizes an additional penalty functions
[2, 13].

First, we will formulate the adaptive subtraction problem as a least-
squares inverse problem. Then, we will recast this problem onto optimal
basis functions and present the non-linear estimation by thresholding
rule that is based on themagnitudesof the coefficients only. Basic prop-
erties of Curvelets are presented next, followed by a description of the
global optimization techniques we employ. We conclude by presenting
a number of examples.

The inverse problem underlying adaptive subtraction

Virtually any linear problems in seismic processing and imaging can be
seen as a special case of the following generic problem: how to obtain
m from datad in the presence of (coherent) noisen:

d = Km + n, (1)

in which, for the adaptive subtraction problem,K andK∗, represent the
respective time convolution and correlation with an effective waveletΦ
that minimizes the following functional [see e.g. 6]

min
Φ

= ‖d−Φ
t∗ m‖p, (2)

whered represents data with coherent noise;m the predicted noise and
n̂ = minΦ ‖d−Φ∗m‖p the noise-free data, obtained by minimizing
theLp-norm. Forp = 2, Eq. 2 corresponds to a standard least-squares
problem where the energy of the ’noise’ is minimized.

Seismic data and images are notoriously non-stationary and non-
Gaussian, which may give rise to a loss of coherent events in the de-
noised component when employing theL2-norm. The non-stationarity
and non-Gaussianity have with some success been addressed by solving
Eq. 2 within sliding windows and forp = 1 [6]. In this paper, we follow
a different strategy replacing the above variational problem by

m̂ : min
m

1

2
‖C−1/2

n (d−m) ‖22 + µJ(m). (3)

In this formulation, the necessity of estimating a wavelet,Φ, has been
omitted. Noisy data is again represented byd but nowm is the noise-
free model on which an additional penalty function is imposed, such
as aL1-norm, i.e.J(m) = ‖m‖1. The noise term is now given by
the predicted noise and this explains the emergence of the covariance
operator, whose kernel is given by

Cn = E{nnT }. (4)

Question now is can we find a basis-function representation which is (i)
sparse andlocal on the model (noise-free data),m, data,d and predicted



noisen and (ii) almost diagonalizes the covariance of the model and
the predicted noise. Answer is affirmative, even though the condition of
locality is non-trivial. For instance, decompositions in terms of principle
components/Karhuhnen-Loéve-basis (KL) or independent components
may diagonalize the covariance operators but these decomposition are
generallynot local and not necessary the same for both noise and model.

By selecting a basis-function decomposition that is local, sparse and al-
most diagonalizing (i.e.Cñ ≈ diag{Cñ} = diag{Γ2

ñ}), we find a
solution to the above denoising problem that minimizes (mini) the max-
imal (max) mean-square-error given the worst possible Bayesianprior
for the model [9, 5]. This minimax estimator minimizes

m̂0 : min
m

1

2
‖Γ−1

ñ

(
d̃− m̃

)
‖22 (5)

by a simple diagonal non-linear thresholding operator

m̂ = B†ΓΘλ
(
Γ−1Bd

)
= B†ΘλΓ

(
d̃

)
. (6)

The threshold is set toλdiag{Γ} (we dropped the subscript̃n) with λ an
additional control parameter, which sets the confidence interval (e.g. the
confidence interval is 95 % forλ = 3) (de)-emphasizing the threshold-
ing. This thresholding operation removes the bulk of the noise by shrink-
ing the coefficients that are smaller then the noise to zero and brings us
in the convex region of the global optimization problem of Eq. 3. The
symbol† indicates (pseudo)-inverse, allowing us to use Frames rather
then orthonormal bases. Before going onto detail on how to impose the
additional penalty term, let us first focus on the selection of the appro-
priate basis-function decomposition that accomplishes the above task of
replacing the adaptive subtraction problem, given in Eq. 2, by its diago-
nalized counterpart (cf. Eq. 6).

Basis-function for seismic imaging and processing

Non-linear estimators of the type given in Eq. 6 are known to asymptot-
ically obtain minimax [5] for particular combinations of basis functions
and classes of functions. For example, thresholding of the wavelet
coefficients for piece-wise smooth functions (to be more specific
functions that lie in particular Besov spaces) is minimax ands hence
gives results with near optimal SNR. Can these results be extended to
functions that contain singularities/edges on curves and to cases where
an (imaging operator) is involved? In other words, can we find basis
functions that form an unconditional basis for seismic data, which
generally can be considered to be the result of the (repeated) action of
the scattering operator its adjoint (both asymptotically Fourier Integral
Operators (FIO)) and the composition of these two operators, the normal
operator (which is an elliptic Pseudo Differential Operator (ΨDO))?

To answer this question let us first explain what is meant by an uncon-
ditional basis. Without being overly technical, (almost) unconditional
bases obey the following relationship

‖f̃ ′
µ‖discretefancy ≤ ‖f̃µ‖discretefancy , ∀µ (7)

for their discrete norms. These discrete norms on theµ-indexed
coefficients can be quite intricate (e.g. Besov norms, i.e. non-L2)
hence the name fancy. In an unconditional basis, these discrete
norms are equivalent to norms on the original continuous function,
i.e.‖f‖continuousfancy � ‖f̃µ‖discretefancy . Moreover, these dis-

crete norms decay whenever we shrink the coefficients, i.e.‖f̃ ′µ‖ =

‖sµ f̃µ‖ with |sµ| ≤ 1. Implications, of this property are profound
because it means that the (fancy) normalwaysdecreases, irrespective
of the sign or phase ofsµ. This decrease only depends on themagni-
tudeof sµ. Moreover, the function can be shown to remain in the same
“class”, which means as much that the edges are preserved. Translated
to our language, this property means that we no longer need to know the

’phase’ of our predicted noise. It suffices to only know the local stan-
dard deviation (proportional tomagnitudeof the Curvelet coefficients of
the predicted noise) of the predicted noise, which is used to define the
threshold in the non-linear estimator (cf. Eq. 6). We used the quotes for
the ’phase’ because we are only referring to local phase rotations over
the (’compact’) support of the localized basis functions. This local phase
is different from the phase in the Fourier coefficients, which completely
governs the location of certain events. Needless to say Fourier bases are
not unconditional.

Besides the favorable unconditional-basis property (near) uncondi-
tional bases also obtain almost optimal non-linear approximation rates.
Curvelets as proposed by [4] and [2] respectively, constitute a family
of relatively new nearly unconditional non-separable wavelet bases that
sparsely represent functions with singularities (read wavefronts) that lie
on piece-wise smooth curves. For these type of functions, Curvelets
obtain near optimal non-linear approximation rates (NAR’s). For com-
parison, the firstm-term reconstruction of the sorted 2-D Fourier coeffi-
cients obtains for a 2-D functionx with curved singularities [3, 2, 4] the
following NAR (measured in theL2-norm),

‖x− x̃m‖22 ∝ m−1/2

while separable wavelets (ordinary2 − D discrete wavelet transforms,
again ordered in decreasing size over their index set) obtain

‖x− x̃m‖22 ∝ m−1.

This improvement for wavelets has mainly been responsible for heir suc-
cess in signal/image processing [9]. Clearly, the further improvement in
NRA by Curvelets, which obtain (ordered overµ-index in decreasing
order)

‖x− x̃m‖22 ∝ Cm−2(log m)3,

will likely open up a whole suit of successful applications. Besides the
logarithmic term, the above NRA is equivalent to the best possible ap-
proximation rate (e.g. by an adaptive triangular meshing, given the loca-
tion of the edges/reflection events) attainable for this type of functions
[2, 4].

In addition to the optimal NRA, Curvelets almost diagonalize FIO’s and
ΨDO’s [1] the asymptotic “building blocks” of seismic modeling and
imaging. Consequently, we can expect the covariance matrices of seis-
mic data and possible sources of coherent noise such as multiples and
ground-roll to be almost diagonalized by Curvelets, i.e. Curvelets are
close to the KL-bases which, by definition, are the basis that diagonal-
izes the Covariance operator.

So how do Curvelets obtain such a high non-linear approximation rate?
Without being all inclusive [see for details [2, 4]], the answer to this
question lies in the fact that Curvelets are

• multi-scale, i.e. they live in different dyadic corona (see Figure 1)
in the FK-domain.

• multi-directional, i.e. they live on wedges within these corona (see
Figure 1).

• anisotropic, i.e. they obey the following scaling law width∝
length2.

• directional selectivewith # orientations∝ 1√
scale

.

• local both in(x, t) and(k, f).

• almostorthogonal, they aretight frames with a moderate redun-
dancy. Contourlets implement the pseudo-inverse in closed-form
while Curvelets provide the transform and its adjoint, yielding a
pseudo-inverse computed by iterative Conjugate Gradients.
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Fig. 1: Left: Curvelet partitioning of the frequency plane [modified from
[3]]. Right: Comparison of non-linear approximation rates Curvelets
and Wavelets [modified from [4]].

In Figure 1, a number of Curvelet properties are detailed [adapted from
[3, 2, 4]]. Figure 1 describes the Curvelet partitioning of the frequency-
wavenumber plane. One Curvelet lives in a wedge and becomes more
directional selectiveandanisotropicfor the higher frequencies (while
moving away from the origin). Curvelets are localized in both the space
(or (x, t)) and spatial (KF)-domains and have, as consequence of their
partitioning, the tendency to align themselves with curves/wavefronts
(see Figure 1). As such they are more flexible then a representation
yielded by e.g. high-resolution Radon [as described by e.g. [13]], be-
cause they are local and able to follow any piece-wise smooth curve.
Only Curvelets that align with reflectors yield large inner products and
this explains their success in solving the denoising problem for models
that contain events on curves. The noise is canceled because the basis
functions adapt themselves locally to the dip and hence optimizing their
overlap with the data integrating out the incoherent noise.

To demonstrate the insensitivity of Curvelet denoising to variations in
the local phase, we include an example where we compare the thresh-
olding results (cf. Eq. 6) for ground-roll removal given two noise pre-
dictions that are90-degrees out of phase. We used the noise predicted
by high-res parabolic Radon and we subsequently took the Hilbert trans-
form to apply the phase shift. The results are summarized in Fig. 2.

Sparseness constraints by global optimization

Having some basic understanding why Curvelets work, we now turn
our attention towards the issue how to impose additional sparseness
constraints (J(m)) that reflect ourprior knowledge. By applying the
thresholding operator (cf. Eq. 6) with the threshold set according to
(i) the standard deviation of the Curvelet transform for the predicted
noise: λ|Bn| with B and n the predicted noise and the Curvelet
transform, respectively; (ii) a Monte-Carlo sampling for the diagonal
of the Covariance operator of the noise. The first method uses actual
predictions for the noise, which are either based on some physical model
[6] (e.g. physical models for multiples or ground roll [10]) or on noise
predicted by conventional denoising techniques such as high-res Radon
[13]. The second method uses information on an operator that colors the
noise. Migration denoising is an example of the second method where
the migration operator colors the noise. Refer for this latter application
and multiple elimination to [7, 8] or to other contributions of the first
author to the Proceedings of this Conference.

It can be shown that thresholding (cf. Eq.6) brings us in the convex of the
denoising problem formulated in Eq. 3 forJ(m = ‖m‖1). Remains
to impose the additionalprior information residing inJ(m). By setting
this constraint to theL1-norm we hope to (i) impose minimum structure;
(ii) remove possible estimation and side-band artifacts, enhancing the
continuity along the imaged reflectors. To accomplish these goals, we
formulate the following constrained optimization problem [2]

m̂ : min
m

J(m) s.t. |m̃− ˆ̃m0|µ ≤ eµ, ∀µ, (8)

where our initial guess estimated by thresholding,˜̂m0, is updated, sub-
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the robustness of adaptive subtraction by thresh-
olding applied to ground-roll removal for the Yilmaz’ ozdata20 dataset.
Left panel: noisy data with ground roll;Second panel: high-res
Parabolic Radon denoised example, which was used to predict the noise
[13]. Notice the discontinuity at zero offset.Third panel: denoised data
by thresholding with noise predicted by Radon;Fourth panel: the same
but now for90 degrees phase rotated predicted noise. The insensitivity
of thresholding w.r.t. local phase is clear from this example.

ject to the constraints

eµ =

{
Γµ if | ˆ̃m0|µ ≥ |λΓ|µ
λΓµ if | ˆ̃m0|µ < |λΓ|µ.

(9)

This global optimization procedure is solved using an Augmented-
Lagrangian technique [12, 7] with the Lagrangian multipliers initialized
by the thresholded result,̃̂m0. The optimization runs over all the index
spaceµ and the tolerance differs byλ for those coefficients that have
initially been thresholded to obtain the first estimate and those that sur-
vived the thresholding. The coefficients that were perceived to be noise
are allowed to vary more as part of the optimization.

Applications

Application of the presented non-linear adaptive subtraction method
are numerous. It can be applied to problems involving coherent or
incoherent noise removal. As shown in an another paper submitted to
these Proceedings, our method can readily be extended to include an
(imaging) operator [7]. The applications can roughly be divided into
adaptive subtractionfor

• multiple elimination , where predicted multiples and multiple-
free data are represented by the coherent noisen and modelm,
respectively [in these proceedings and in 8]. See Fig. 3 for an
example.

• ground-roll elimination , where ground roll-free data is the model
m and ground roll the noisen [14]. See Fig. 2 for an example.

• computation 4-D difference cubes, where one vintage dataset is
the noise of the other andvice versa[see 11].
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Fig. 3: Synthetic example of multiple elimination.Left panel: Win-
dowed least-squares method [see e.g. 6].Right panel: Our sparseness-
constrained denoising based on initial thresholding followed by the con-
strained optimization (cf. Eq. 8).
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Fig. 4: Synthetic common-offset Kirchoff-migration example.Top row:
Noisy migrated and least-square migrated image with10 interations of
CG. Notice the coloring of the noise and the failure of CG to correct
for the normal operator.Bottom row: Thresholded image (left) and
constrained optimized least-squares image (right). Notice, the signifi-
cant improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio by the thresholding. The
constraint optimization (cf. Eq. 8) removes the artifacts and restores the
least-squares amplitudes, leading to a drastically improved image.

andsparseness-constrained least-squares migrationand AVO-inversion,
where an operator involved (e.g. least-squares migration, where the mi-
gration operator colors the noise [7, see also these Proceedings]). As
we can see from the example shown in Fig. 4, thresholding followed by
optimization yields a substantially improved image, where most of the
coherent energy has been removed. Conversely, least-squares migration
by Conjugate gradients concentrates the energy of the noise towards re-
gions that are not well insonified and fails to restore the amplitudes. Our
method, on the other hand, removes most of the artifacts and restores the
amplitudes for the larger angles.

Conclusions

Why do Curvelets seem to be the appropriate choice to formulate prob-
lems in seismic processing and imaging. The answer to this question
is relatively simple. Curvelets provide an almost unconditional basis
not only for functions with singularities on curves but also for functions
that are generated by operators that approximately solve the wave
equation. Thesuperiornon-linear approximation rate, locality both in
position and dip, allow for the construction of non-linear estimators,
based thresholding and possibly supplemented by global optimization.

Unlike subtraction, thresholding simply puts a certain “feature” to zero
if it belongs to the noise. The decision to mute only depends on the
magnitude of the noise and our method is therefore robust under local
phase rotations. In addition, the unconditional basis property corre-
sponds to an almost diagonalization of the covariance operators (and
also imaging operators), which explains their success of bringing us
close to the solution of the sparseness-constrained adaptive subtraction
problem. Because Curvelets are a non-adaptive transformation, they
form an attractive alternative to data-adaptive methods, while allowing
for maximal flexibility in dealing with non-stationary data.
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